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Kongsberg Digital to handle Floatel
Internationals digital services

Floatel International provides top-quality offshore Floatels for extreme
conditions, and will now become a part of and benefit from Kongsberg
Digital's digital infrastructure Vessel Insight.

Floatel is currently operating in the North Sea region, Australia, Gulf of
Mexico and Brazil and have a fleet consisting of five semi-submersible
accommodation and construction support vessels. The company is
systematically working to reduce its emissions and optimize its operations. As



a part of Kongsberg Digital´s infrastructure Vessel Insight, the goal is to gain
better control and smarter solutions through digitalization. Vessel Insight will
be deployed on all of Floatel International´s operational rigs.

– We are excited to be a part of Floatel International on their digital journey.
They are experts in working under extreme conditions, and we are proud they
have chosen us to support them in reducing emissions and proving optimal
operations through digitalization, says Andreas Jagtøyen, Executive Vice
President of Digital Ocean in Kongsberg Digital.

– One of our main focus areas is data-driven decarbonization. We hope to get
the most out of apps such as Maress and will hopefully get better use of our
fuel management data. With the Vessel Insight infrastructure and the
Kognifai ecosystem, we have all our digital solutions in the same place and
greater opportunities for further digitalization, says Alexander Östberg,
Technical Manager at Floatel International.
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KONGSBERG DIGITAL
Kongsberg Digital is a provider of next-generation software and digital
solutions to customers within maritime, oil and gas, and renewables and

https://www.kongsberg.com/digital/about-us/


utilities. The company consists of more than 700 software experts with
leading competence within the internet of things, smart data, artificial
intelligence, maritime simulation, automation and autonomous operations.

Follow us on: www.kongsberg.com/digital and LinkedIn

Floatel International

Established in 2006, we provide top quality offshore accommodation and
construction support vessels (floatels) for extreme conditions. The company
has its principal place of business and group headquarters in Oslo, Norway.
Floatel International AB, a Swedish subsidiary, acts as ship manager and
provides onshore operational support and supervision.
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